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:ublect of o _ own criticism, we

would like to present a aore simplistic app oach to understandinT

.n our approach, we

called tho interpersonal contr_,

d expanding ir

ill employ a ve

ersonal relationsh

The assumption underlying ruersrnal contracts is that

=II relatlonshIDs are affected by cei _in ecna Uons. Therse

tations

s ircude --les and rogulatS ons fur interaction,

that interaction, l.iinit.s to the '-te -ction, and

consequences arising from nonfulfillment of the conditions.

collec i-ely comprise what wc call the interpersonal contiac

While these contracts aro unwritten for most people, they tend

to be as binding a- any written legal contract, and certainly -7

adhered to with much gr,ater consist ncy. Whether these contracts

iZ;tn n or unwr tten, cc

nonproductive, they exist n- e hele

s, productive or

Before we examine contract conditions more specifically,

let's consider some of the advantages of using interpersonal

contracts. The most important advantage is that -uch of the

confusion surrounding relationships can be reduced. We believe

that there is nothing mag_ -1 or mystical about interpersonal

rel-tionships. Contracts tend to simplify the conditions of

relationships and identify the priorities and goals of the

individuals involved.

A second advantage is that it provid a specific proces

'for maintaining, improving, and evaluating significant r _r



By the same token contracts assist in identifying the extent to

which specific relationships are significant. As needs and

expectations change t is helpful to review goals, obstacles,

and strategies for relating successfully within one's various

contracts andA:o de ermine the impact of investments made. This

ists dividual in investing tin- and activity in app o-

priate directions and degrees. In case the point isn't obvious,

_ rofo-r-r to all T-olai--ionships in all sett Contra

wherever people interact. Some are just more important to

each individual than others.

thi-1 advantage of the interpers nal contr ct is that it

provides a tangible vehicle which can be used in any situati- n.

t can be a point of discussion in the home, a teaching tool in

the classroom, a learning strategy n the helping relationship,

and so on. It can be graphically illustrated as well as verbal-

ized. There is so athing reassuring about having something in-

hand to assist one in working 'through the confusion, apprehension,

and anticipation encountered in relationships.

:ondit ns interpersonal contracts

In case the notion of interpersonal contracts seems too

mecha ical or legalistic, let us reiterate that we are merely

dr,scribi_nu conditin,,,- which al in --, 1 interpersonal

relatio- hips. Although these are not usually set down formally,

as in a marriage contract, they do exist and are probably monitored

more closely than the conditions in most other contracts. We are
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focusing on specifies for the purpose of clarification and illus-

tration, not to suqciest that relati-nsbips should be viewed

mechanicafly or legalistically.

What are some of the conditions of interpersonal contracts?

C.eneral_Tv thr?re prp leat ffcyor: hacf,- nremir=s, expectations,

sm-A1' print, and counter-contract options. Basic premises rel-_ e

to an individual's beliefs about himself and others as persons.

These belie are more basic than views on politics, religion,

and economics. Included in basic premises are an individual's

beliefs regarding his own value or worth as a person and the

worth of others as pel-sons, beliefs about motivation, beliefs

concerning what people are entitled to obtain as a result of
k

relationships, and so on. For ele_ample, some individuals feel

enl-Atled to approval while others feel that ;A-ley must earn approval.

Because of the large degree of abtraetion, subjectivity, and

uniqueness which could exist in relation to basic premises, we

will make only this brief reference to these premises and encourage

each person to identify. hi,J :wn'fcr the purpose of beie- under-

'standing his r-lat .onships. It is in this area where many people

get bogged down in relationships. They begin to discuss their

beliefs, discover variations, disagree as to definitions and

priorities, and may never get beyond that point. What began as

a discussion of interpersonal relationships deteriorates to a

debate b-c-ause each person expects the other to agree at least

in part, if not totally, with his own basic beliefs. In reality,

acceptance that their beliefs are different is a more functional

5



coal than futile attempts at agreement If we seem to be

suggesting that basic premises should be dealt with casually in

relationships, this is not the case. Because theyare less ub-

ject to change, ho eve we will focus on conditions more easily

identifiable and more subject to modification. The need and'

difficulty in identifying these in no way reduces the importance

that they play in the relationship. Wtat

about people and the relation--7chinc- they gene

A second condition of inrpersonal contracts is ex ectat

of which there are at least twc components. One component in expec-

tations deals with rules for interaction. In other words, each

pers n has pr fere ees in terms of how he or she would like to be

able to relate to others and how others relate in turn. Ea h

person expects certain rules and regulations to be followed,

some do's and don'ts to be adhered to, and some limitations to

be respected. For example, a teacher has different expectations

in a relationship with a etudnt than in a relationship with an

administrator. Some people expect rigid adherence to the rules

of intera tion, others are more flexible. Regardless of

nature of the rules for interaction in any cont act, once iden-

tified, aekno ledged, and implemented, those provide some reassur-

ance to those involved. Some people, in fact, do not feel

comfortablein relationships until they feel that their own ruled;

for interaction have been somehow communicated and are understood

and accepted by others and vice versa. This is a major part of

the "getting to kn " process.

our basic pre es



What are your expectations as to rules for irteraction?

Do you expect consi tency or flexibility? Will you settle for

boredom or do y u demand excitement? More specificallv, how do

you pr- er to make it all happen? Do you prefer to entertain

or to bP ent=_Pri-aire- no ynn tO listen?

6

you will examine your relationship. carefullv, you will 1-PaTi7P

that you do have preferences as ILO th e rules of interac-'on gov-

erning your relati-nships.

A second co ponent of expectation deals with strokes or

wh t a person expects to get from the relat onship. Each person

expects to gain so ething from each relationship. Respect may

be expected in some, eptance in others, and perhaps affection

in others. This is what is frequently called the "pay off"

relationships. We feel entitled to get something from each of

our relationships, and our satisfaction with each relationship

is a fun-tio- of our expectations being fulfilled. While these

stroke expectations may vary greatly in terms of direction and

degree, they exist in all relationships.

Generally speaking, what are your stroke expectations?

Do you generally prefer physic.l affection, or would you feel

e c- fortable with a letter of appreciation written in third

person? Do you expect a standing ovation or a subtle smile?

le stroke expectations may sound immature, egotistical, incon-

siderate, selfish, or anything else negative, these should be

viewed as natural -nd normal for each person. While one person's
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stroke expectati ns may e more realistic and responsible than

another's, each person's stroke expectations seem to him or her

to be logical, rational, normal, and necessary.

A third condition of the interpersonal contract is what

we will call small print. Basically, small print -Pecifies what

a person feels entitled to do in the event that another person

fails to meet an expectation or violates other conditions of the

contract in some way. Small print, though perhaps embarassing

to manv, is one of the sur_-t ways to ascertain the presence of

inte personal cont-a_ts. Small print generally involves some

kind of retaliation varying from ignoring someone to an outright

att ck. Any time thoughts like: "I deserved better than that."

occur, it is obvious that a contract does exist and that it has

neglected-or violated in some, way.

That do you o 4hen you feel that others important to you

arr, not fulfilling your stroke expectations adequately? Do you

withdraw, give them th "silent treatment," pout or do you

throw a tantrum? Do you make a-play for sympathy or do you

.p7ish? As previou- y suggested, most people are more embarassed

by exposure of their stall print than by any other contract condi-

tion. Sm-11 priit reveals our childish or child-like side,

which is as natural and normal as our adult side. It is most

helpful that c -ch individual involved in a relationship understands

not only his or her own small print but also that of the oth

members. Thi,' is necessary in order to avoid spending excessive

been



energy in feeling 2 being confused by the results of that

small print in action.

The final categ:-)ry in interpersonal contract condi ions

prov d_s for self-defense. It is that of counter-contract ortions.

Cou-tcr-contrect options era, de the name implies, to

counter or minimize the impact of anoth -Is contract. In other

words, if a person atte pts to impose his or her contract on us

without our consent, we simply employ measures which we hope will

minimize the impact -f that imposition. Naturally, the kind of,

options - le ted would be a function of the nature and importt_ ce

of the contract, not to menzion the si-e of the person with whom

the contract exis-s.

what kind of o unter-contract options do you generally

employ? Do you retreat or attack? Do you attempt to disarm the

person gent y and tactfully, o- do you employ a "v bal 2 X 4.

If you will carefully observe your actions, you will discover that

you do have an array of counter-contract options which vou employ

with varying degrees of success, depending upon the interaction

style of the other person.

In case you don't have a perspective as to your counter-

contract options, or of small print for that matter, you could

profit greatly bv asking others for clarification. This may

sound bit foolish; but, ironically, others are usually more

awa-e of our counter-contract options and small print than we

are. If we think our contracts with others are-filled with'



secrecy, we dire only kidding ourselves. Our contracts or at

least most of the conditions of our contracts, are _p n for the

world to observe. Assuming that an honest anwer is available,

the best method for beginning to identify contract conditions

is through f.L,Uaritrili = value m

e::posed to ou,-- contract c,nnd;f7ionc.

ve been
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Contrac, clarification

In case the concept of interpersonal contracts and condi-

tions is still a bit fuzzy to you, perhaps it would be helpful

employ the provided sample contract with a person whose help

you need and value. You will notice that the sample contract

contains several possible choices under each category. Before

you ask for help in clarifying your contract, select the options

ich you feel fit you best and indicate their priority. If

none of '-he tions lis seem appropriate, add yonr own.

After you have made your selections or additions, ask

somclone you know to share with you their impressions of your

conditions Don't argue if you disagree Listen and lea n.

Remember others' impressions are valid. Don't discount those

which don't agree with yours. Carefully follow the instructions

attached to the sample contract i order to make the best u e

of the instrun_nt.

Some ooncludin11

Although we have only suggested limited examples foL- using

personal contracts, -e would like to encourage your -use of the

10



concept with all our relationships, or at l;s with those

which are important t_ you. We have found, as previously suggest-

t interpersonal contracts provide a helpful _L. ategy for

developing,

m*nimi.v-a ttr-

nrovirle,. thP su7,12ort

sh

-roving any relationship. Contracts

cntl' rcjuird to ci2vcic.p relation

-fidence npcessarv to maintain relation -

and enable the participants to develo, aupropriate directions

in improving or e.panding relationships.

Again, another benefit of contract use is that it as ists

the participants in determining the quality of the relationship,

as well as the significance of the relationships that are import-

ant. The contrdct indicates a willingness on the part of both

participants to invest the necessary amount of time and energy

required for contract d-velopment, a willingness to change or

modify contra t c ndit ;ns, and a commitmelt to share the

responsibility for anythi g involved in the relationship. When

relationships are not important, however, c, -racts can clearly

illustrate the lack c_ investment. Consequently, contracts can

be helpful devic for screening, as well as for expansion.



Instructions For Sample interper

-The contract foimat can be used both _- a gene,---' a

instrument involving several pers d as an

specific relationships. In either --se, ihe followi

should be followed:

1. Read,each question caref lly and thc,lightful_
write your answer on a separate sheet, thereby
keeping the contract form clear for further use.

J

-dure

2 Select a person(s) to answer the same questions
about you from his or her perspective. Genera
speaking, it's best for you to volunteer the same
information that you are seeking.

3. Rather than relying totally on your m mory, record
the process of input and exchange for future ref-
erence and clarification by taking notes, ti.iping,
etc.

4 After each person has completed his/her answers,
compare and discuss all responses. Be particularly
attentive to those answers which are least alike
since these indicate differing perspectives.
Remember, the more information you can gleen, the
better you will understand your impact and you::
contract(s).

5. Decide what to do about your contract(s). This
must be done cooperatively. You may decide to
leave things the way they are; or both you and
'he other person(s) may decide to make some
ignificant changes. At any rate, decide what

you want to do, how to do it, and when to do it.
Make a new list of expectations, which should
predictably emerge from your plans for change.

6 Do not:

Initiate contract exploration unless you are
willing to commit the necessary time and
energy.

b. Use this instrument a- a game. For example,
don't do this with someone whom you.don't
care about. To do so is a sure way to end
up in confusion or conflict with no interp r-
sonal gains.
Ask for help or input from others unless you
plan to use it. For example, coercing others
into changing their answers to agree with yours
or denying their input all together is a waste
of time. 12



Generally speaking,

SAMPLE INTERPERSONAL CONT CT

I. What are your expectations of others with whom you

What kinds of strokes do you
from others?

1. physical affection
2. compliment
3. letter of appreciation
4; applause, standing

ovation

5. acceptance

prefer or expect

12

relate?

6. smile
7. support
8. stbserviance

9. friendship
lO. other

II. What kind of input do you provide in relationships?

a. What do you do to encourage or allow others to
make you feel important as a person? (How do you
get strokes from others?. What do you do to earn
your strokes from others?)

b.

1. informing, analyzing 8. supporting
2. entertaining winning
3. organizing, producing _10.. being creat ve
4. cooperating 11. charismatic influence
5. asserting 12. coercing,
6. being helpful 13 being vulnerable
7. asking honestly 14. other_

What kinds of stroket do
examples in I.)

you prefer to give? (See
a

What do you do'if others don't fulfill your expectations?

1; pout
2. send a bill, foreclose
3."punish yourself, feel

hurt
4. write them off
5. throw a tantrum
6. coerce
7:-withdraw.

13

13.

ack, punish others
harder

re-evaluate, re-organize
tr something new
seek other Sources of
)stiokes

other

(continued)
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IV. What do you do to prevent others from imposing their contracts
on you?

1. engage in fantasy 7. out smart
2. attack first, 8. avoid
3. overpower with words 9. give honest feedback
4. play_authority, parent 10. distract
5. nothing, acquiesce 11. ask for help
6. play dumb 12. other


